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In recent years, mobile edge computing (MEC) has become a research hotspot in academia. ,e Internet of ,ings (IoT) is an
excellent way to build the infrastructure required for a MEC environment. Its rich digital tracking repository can provide insights
into people’s daily activities at home and elsewhere. Meanwhile, due to the open connectivity of the Internet of things devices, they
can easily become the target of network attacks and be used by criminals as criminal tools. As a result, civil and criminal cases have
increased year by year.,is article conducts in-depth research on IoTforensics. By comparing its difference with traditional digital
forensics (DF), the definition of IoT forensics is given. We have systematically sorted out the research results since the concept of
IoT forensics was proposed in 2013 and proposed a generalized IoT forensics model. By studying blockchain technology and
introducing it into the IoT forensics framework, a blockchain-based IoT forensics architecture is further proposed. Further, an
alliance chain IoT forensics system is proposed. From the perspective of the data provider and the data visitor, the process of
evidence storage and forensics of the IoT system is discussed. Finally, taking Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) forensics as an
example, we give an experiment of IoT forensics analysis.

1. Introduction

,e use of the IoT in our daily life leads to two phenomena.
First, the use of intelligent Internet of things related devices
makes people leave digital traces on these devices, and the
data of users’ daily activities can be obtained by tracing the
personal information stored in the database [1]. Secondly,
the number of cases of online fraud is increasing year by
year, and various Internet of things devices may become
network attack objects or criminal tools. ,e security vul-
nerabilities in the IoT system can easily be used by criminals
as a means of remote control. In short, public security organs
urgently need Internet of things forensics workers to help
determine the key information of the case.

,e IoT technology can send and receive information
between two or more interconnected devices through the

internet. As IoT is widely used in various industries such as
industry, commerce, and agriculture, IoT devices such as
smart sensors have brought huge security risks to users.
Liang and Kim [2] conducted research on IoT security,
discussed applications in edge computing and blockchain
scenarios, and pointed out that machine learning may be a
better solution. Regarding IoT platforms and systems, Zhou
[3] discussed the lessons learned from these bugs. Milo-
slavskaya and Tolstoy [4] were concerned about the typical
attack problems of IoT assets, and they proposed to find
possible security vulnerabilities through intelligent security
protection of the Internet of things.

,e necessity for scholars to study data forensics tech-
nology is that the increase of Internet of things devices
increases computer-related crimes. Al-Masri et al. [5] in-
troduced a Fog-based IoT Forensics Framework (FoBI).
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Some key problems in digital forensics (DF) are studied, and
corresponding solutions are given. ,e data forensics in-
vestigation process includes three steps: data collection,
investigation, and investigation results. Investigators further
compared digital evidence on different devices. Silvarajoo
et al. [6] use appropriate case management tools hosted on
the Web to simplify information collection and consolidate
data. Because the data formats of different platforms are
quite different, the lack of a unified standard has brought
great trouble to the follow-up investigation and evidence
collection. A management strategy for unified format and
shared data is proposed. To assist the FBI in identifying
suspects, Elhoseny et al. [7] proposed an optimal deep
learning-based convolutional neural network (ODL-CNN).

Due to the distributed storage, decentralized manage-
ment, and nontampering characteristics of blockchain, this
emerging technology can be widely used in important in-
dustries such as medical treatment, commerce, information
technology sector, and agriculture. Su et al. [8] discussed the
sharing scheme in the financial field and pointed out that the
most difficult to solve is the security of data-sharing. A data
sharing model based on blockchain is proposed, and the
technical scheme in the process of establishing the model is
given in detail. Sathya et al. [9] focus on the blockchain-
based food supply chain field, introduce smart contracts, and
propose a supply chain management architecture based on
Ethereum. In the food supply chain, there are fewer external
attacks, and more research should be done on food trace-
ability, prevention of forged data, server tampering, and
other malicious behaviors. Agyekum et al. [10] proposed a
blockchain-based proxy method to protect cloud data
sharing through encryption.,e data owner can use identity
encryption to send the data to the cloud, and the agent can
regrant the access rights of legal users. ,e blockchain-based
system model is conducive to the decentralization of data
sharing, relieving the pressure of big data processing in
centralized systems, and is also conducive to the privacy
protection of personal data.

Similarly, blockchain also has many applications in the
DF of IoT. Kumar et al. [11] studied the issue of cross-border
cloud forensics and proposed a blockchain customized IoT
framework for DF, which is called Internet of Forensics
(IoF). A transparent forensic investigation process was
disclosed, taking into account the equipment involving
multistakeholders. Existing digital forensics blockchain
models tend to have weak security and less consideration for
the privacy protection of stakeholders. Li et al. [12] con-
ducted research on the legality of blockchain forensics. ,e
research involves such links as evidence acquisition, evi-
dence fixation, evidence analysis, and evidence presentation,
as well as evidence supplementation and evidence circula-
tion. ,e problem of weak security does not only appear in
digital forensics but also in other blockchain systems. Li et al.
[13] further study the security issues of blockchain. For each
link in the blockchain system, the security risks and security
solutions for the hidden risks are discussed separately.

,is paper summarizes the research background and
significance of IoTF. A blockchain-based IoT architecture is
proposed, including an interface layer that can interact with

applications. ,en, the research background of blockchain
technology is discussed, and an IoTF system based on an
alliance chain is proposed. ,e previous research results of
this paper were published in the ICAIS 2021 conference
collection Advances in Artificial Intelligence and Security
[14]. On this basis, we have an in-depth discussion of
blockchain technology and further, propose an IoTforensics
framework based on blockchain technology. By using the
consortium chain idea, IoT terminal, IoTcentralized devices,
Regulatory department, Judicial department, and Insurance
company are integrated into the forensics framework. For a
more detailed explanation, we give application examples and
flowcharts. Finally, we give a common example of IoTF,
drone forensics, to help readers better understand our ideas.

,e remaining part of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes IoTF and DF. Section 3 is the research
status of IoTF. Blockchain infrastructure and data structure
are given in Section 4. ,e fifth part discusses the design of
the blockchain-based IoTF system. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. IoT Forensics and Digital Forensics

A table summarizing the acronym used in the paper is
presented in Table 1.

2.1. What Is DF. At the first International Conference of
Computer Investigation Experts (ICCIE) held in the United
States in 1991, the concept of “computer evidence” was first
put forward. Computer evidence is information stored in
electronic form that can be identified, restored, extracted,
saved, reported, and made into legal evidence.

,e National People’s Congress deliberated and ap-
proved the draft amendment to the Criminal Procedure Law
in 2012, and the new Criminal Procedure Law was formally
implemented in 2013. ,is is the first time that my country’s
law has included “electronic data” in the types of evidence.
At the 28th meeting of the Standing Committee of the
Eleventh National People’s Congress on August 31 of the
same year, it was decided tomake the following amendments
to the “Civil Procedure Law of the People’s Republic of
China,” adding the type of evidence “electronic data,” and it
came into effect on January 1, 2015.

,e Supreme People’s Court issued the newly amended
“Several Provisions of the Supreme People’s Court on Ev-
idence in Civil Litigation” in 2019, which will come into
effect on May 1, 2020. Among them, the types of electronic
data are detailed, including five types of various forms:

(1) Information published on web platforms, such as
webpages, blogs, and microblogs.

(2) Application communication information of mobile
phones, such as SMS, video communication, email,
and so on.

(3) Electronic personal information of users, such as
identity authentication information, electronic
transaction information, communication records,
etc.
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(4) Electronic documents, pictures, films, and other
electronic documents.

(5) Other information that can prove the facts of the case
that is stored, processed, and transmitted in digital
form.

Definition 1. Digital forensics is also called electronic data
forensics, and its scope includes computer forensics, mobile
phone forensics, network forensics, server forensics, etc. It is
a process in which public security organs and judicial organs
use computer-related technologies to identify, collect, fix,
analyze, present, and preserve digital evidence extracted
from electronic devices, thereby helping to reconstruct,
reproduce, and prove criminal facts.

With the use of digital evidence in criminal law, civil law,
and criminal procedure law more and more in-depth, the
importance of digital forensics has gradually become
prominent. In September 2016, the Supreme People’s Court,
the Supreme People’s Procuratorate, and the Ministry of
Public Security issued the “Regulations on Several Issues
Concerning the Collection, Extraction, Review, and Judg-
ment of Electronic Data in Criminal Cases” notice, which
was officially implemented on October 1. ,e “Regulations”
pointed out that Electronic data includes but is not limited to
the following information and electronic files. ,e Regu-
lations divide electronic data into four categories, basically
following the aforementioned “Several Provisions of the
Supreme People’s Court on Evidence in Civil Litigation,”
which will not be repeated here.

In January 2019, the Ministry of Public Security issued a
notice on the “Rules for Public Security Organs’ Handling of
Criminal Cases Electronic Data Collection Rules,” which

came into effect on February 1. ,e “Rules” point out that
digital forensics includes but is not limited to the following:

(1) Collect and extract electronic data
(2) Electronic data inspection and investigation

experiments
(3) Electronic data inspection and appraisal

Simply put, the digital forensics process is the process of
converting digital evidence into a report form.

,e main steps of the digital forensics process are shown
in Figure 1.

By considering the concepts related to digital forensics,
there are also computer forensics and IoT forensics. Com-
paring these three concepts, the concept of digital forensics
has the largest category. Digital forensics mainly faces the
forensics of digital devices. A computer, also known as a
digital computer, is a typical digital device. Basically, IoT
devices are also digital devices.,erefore, the scope of digital
forensics includes computer forensics and IoTF.

2.2. IoT Forensics VSTraditional Digital Forensics. ,e IoT is
designed as a network of intelligent, decision-making, and
self-management systems, which has a great impact on DF.
Because from the perspective of criminal liability caused by
smart things in the IoT, IoT proposes many dimensions.
,ese dimensions will affect the conventional practice of DF.
IoT forensics may be different from traditional DF in the
following aspects. Table 2 highlights these differences.

2.3. IoT Forensic. Internet of things forensics can collect,
analyze, and find digital evidence of data in IoTdevices on the
premise of legal binding. However, IoT devices with limited
cache capacity may be difficult to achieve these goals. More-
over, some devices that can only be connected locally cannot
quickly transfer evidence to researchers. Finally, technology law
enforcement agencies can confiscate computers, servers, and
other equipment, but it is not so simple to set up the amount of
Internet of things equipment required for a case investigation.

With the rapid development of Internet of things
technology, data evidence extends from personal assets such
as notebooks to broad Internet of things devices such as
wearable devices. ,is brings new opportunities and chal-
lenges to researchers. Only some of the previous forensics
methods and tools are available in the IoTF. ,ere is an
urgent need for new tools and regulations to innovate the
forensics technology in the era of the IoT [15]. As IoT
communication needs to be carried out under the support of
protocols and standards, there are high requirements for
equipment and evidence collection materials. In 2015, [16]
first proposed the concept of the Internet of things forensics
and improved Edewede Oriwoh’s 1-2-3 regional method
model. [15] discusses equipment level forensics, network
forensics, and cloud forensics (see Figure 2).

2.4.Generalized IoTForensicsModel. ,is section proposes a
generalized IoT forensics model which consists of three
independent components: forensic scenarios, forensic

Table 1: Table summarizing the acronym used in the paper.

Acronym Explanation
MEC Mobile edge computing
IoT Internet of things
FoBI Fog-based IoT forensics framework
ODL-
CNN

Optimal deep learning-based convolutional neural
network

IoF Internet of forensics

ICCIE International conference of computer investigation
experts

DF Digital forensics
USB Universal serial bus
JPG Joint picture group
MP3 Moving picture experts group audio layer-3
MP4 Mobile pentium 4
RFID Radio frequency identification
EDFIM Enhanced digital forensic investigation model
DFIM Digital forensic investigation model
FSAC Forensic state acquisition controller
FSIoT Forensic status of the Internet of things
IoA Internet of everything
PoW Proof of work
PoS Proof of stake
DPoS Delegated proof of stake
PBFT Practical byzantine fault tolerance
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
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objects, and forensic processes (see Figure 3). ,e IoT fo-
rensics scene is very broad, and it can even be said to cover
all aspects of our work and life.,is confirms the importance
of IoTforensics from another perspective. People will always
leave traces in the IoT unknowingly, which will be an im-
portant starting point and breakthrough for digital forensics
investigators. Although this will involve user privacy issues,
we will discuss them in detail in the follow-up content.

Here, we use smart home, smart wear, industrial in-
ternet, and Internet of Vehicles as typical IoT forensics
scenarios. All kinds of smart appliances in the smart home

scene can be obtained for evidence, such as smart TVs, smart
door locks, smart rice cookers, smart refrigerators, routers,
and so on. ,rough the forensics of smart door locks, the
information of the permanent population of the family can
be obtained, and even the fingerprint information of the
relevant personnel can be obtained directly. ,rough router
forensics, you can obtain information such as the person and
time of the wifi login user. ,rough smart TV forensics, you
can obtain information such as family member composition,
preferences, and living habits. ,e forensics of other smart
appliances, such as smart rice cookers, smart refrigerators,
etc., will also help the suspect’s portrait to obtain clues to the
case.

For forensics objects, we follow Edewede Oriwoh’s
model, which is divided into three levels: corresponding to
the terminal forensics at the bottom, network forensics at the
middle layer, and cloud forensics at the upper layer. ,e
object of terminal forensics is the most extensive, and all IoT
terminal devices are covered. Network forensics is an ex-
tension of terminal equipment forensics. ,e target is the
network flow of all possible criminal computers, audit logs,
and system logs. Cloud forensics refers to the collection of
digital forensics data from cloud infrastructure. Terminal
forensics and network forensics generally specifically refer to
the collection of information from log files, data stored on
disks, network traffic, and intrusion markers. ,e basic
difference between terminal forensics and network forensics,
and cloud forensics is that you can collect and analyze

Table 2: IoT forensics VS traditional digital forensics.

Traditional digital forensics IoT forensics

Source of evidence
Traditional storage media such as computers, mobile
phones, USB flash drives, cameras, and servers such as

switches and routers

Smart terminals such as cars, drones, smartwatches, smart
bracelets, smart sensors, smart industrial equipment, smart

appliances, smart wearable devices
Equipment quantity Tens of billions of magnitudes Trillions of magnitude

Type of evidence Electronic documents, standard format files (JPG,
MP3, MP4, etc.)

Added a large number of nonstandard data files for IoT
smart terminals

Evidence data size Megabyte Exabytes

Network type Wired network, WIFI, Bluetooth, wireless network,
internet, mobile communication network

Added RFID, wireless sensor network, Internet of things
(Internet of vehicles, industrial Internet of things, etc.)

Protocol Ethernet, wireless (802.11a/b/g/n), bluetooth, IPv4,
IPv6, TCP/IP, etc.

RFID,TCP/IP,B/S和C/S,HTTP, Ajax,Websocket,
MQTT,CoAP, etc.

Owner of the
evidence
(equipment)

Victims, suspects, related contacts Anyone

Judicial ,e relevant legislation is basically complete ,e relevant legislation is not yet complete

Privacy Infringement of citizens’ privacy is less problematic Legislation and borders are not clear, and privacy issues are
involved

Cloud
Forensics

Network
Forensics

IOT
Device Level

Forensics

Public, private
and Hybrid

Cloud systems

Home and
industrial

networks, PANs,
MANs, BANs, W
ANs, LANs, etc

IoT Forensics Evidence Source

IoTware, heat
controllers, smart
locks, cars, drone,

medical
implants, etc

Figure 2: ,ree-tier IoT forensics model.
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Figure 1: ,e main steps of the digital forensics process.
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information by simply entering the system using a local
computer. However, when it comes to the cloud, the ma-
chine cannot be physically accessed; only certain parts of the
computer can be accessed through the cloud application
program interface. In addition, since cloud servers can be
located in multiple countries, forensic data may also belong
to multiple jurisdictions. ,e issue of jurisdiction cannot be
ignored.

3. Research Status of Forensics in the
Internet of Things

In 2013, Edewede Oriwoh et al. first proposed the concept of
IoT forensics [15]. A 1-2-3 area method is proposed to be
applied to DF research related to the IoT, which is the
earliest IoTforensics model. After continuous improvement,
in 2015, Shams Zawoad gave the definition of IoTF firstly
[16]. Extend the DF to the category of IoT, study the DF
process of IoT devices, and give an accurate definition of
IoTF.

Aiming at the privacy issue of IoT forensics, Ana Nieto
et al. conducted pioneering research. In 2016, Ana Nieto
et al. published a long journal article on “digital witnesses”
[17], which was the first journal article on forensics research
on the Internet of ,ings. ,is article first proposed the
concept of “digital witness” and gave its formal definition,
discussed the new concept in personal devices, and further
defined the basic components for realizing this concept in
future work. In 2017, Ana Nieto and others analyzed the
enhanced digital forensic investigation model (EDFIM). By
including the privacy protection requirements of the 1974
“US Privacy Act” and ISO/IEC 29100:2011 [18] in the entire
investigation life cycle, a privacy-aware IoT forensics model
(PROFIT) [19] is proposed.

In 2017, literature [20] discussed the key issues of IoT
forensics from the perspective of IoT security. First, starting
with the basic elements of IoT, it discussed the three-tier
framework of IoTand the key issues of IoT forensics. ,en it
further reviewed the research and development of the fo-
rensic model of the IoT in recent years. Literature [21]
considers the heterogeneity of devices in the IoT system and
the lack of uniform standards. By taking forensics in three
representative IoT application scenarios, smart homes,
wearable devices, and smart cities, as examples, a digital
forensic investigation model (DFIM) for specific

applications in the IoT is proposed. ,e DFIM model can
collect, inspect, analyze, and report reasonable forensic
evidence in a dedicated DF investigation of the IoT. Liter-
ature [22] proposed the definition of forensic state acqui-
sition controller (FSAC) in response to problems such as the
nonstandardization of IoT devices and lack of connectivity.
It further proposes a general framework and a method for
obtaining the forensic status of the Internet of ,ings
(FSIoT).

In 2018, Maxim Chernyshev et al. published the first
journal literature review on IoT forensics [23]. ,e author
briefly reviewed the development of digital forensics models
in the IoT environment and further discussed the open
problems that exist when these digital forensics technologies
are applied to Internet of ,ings devices. Literature [24]
proposes a forensic investigation framework that uses public
digital ledgers to find criminal facts based on IoTsystems. By
collecting the interactions occurring between various IoT
entities as evidence, it securely stores them in public, dis-
tributed, and decentralized blockchain networks. Literature
[25] studies the mobility in the Internet of ,ings at crime
scenes and discusses data identification and classification
methods from the Internet of ,ings to find the best evi-
dence. ,e tools and techniques for identifying and locating
IoT devices are proposed. Based on the frequency and in-
teraction mapping between devices, the recent concept of
“digital footprint” was developed in the criminal field.
Literature [26] proposed a blockchain-based IoT Forensics
Framework (BIFF) for IoT security issues, which records
events throughout the life cycle of digital evidence in a
transparent, traceable, and identity privacy protection
manner. Literature [27] discussed the complexity of fo-
rensics brought about by the Internet of Everything (IoE) era
and further, analyzed the actual digital forensics process and
the challenges that arise, and even the difficulties of the IoT
forensics standards. Literature [28] studies new security
issues from the perspective of cloud forensics, which mainly
focuses on solving the security risks caused by customer data
after customers stop using cloud services. A framework is
proposed to solve the security problem of reconstructing
customer data after using cloud services to delete or stop
customer data.

In 2019, Francesco Servida et al. published an overview
on the digital traces of IoTdevices [29].,e author considers
that the massive increase in IoTdevices lacks existing digital
forensics tools and methods and the corresponding security
and privacy issues. Aiming at the application of IoT in the
field of smart homes, the opportunities and challenges of IoT
forensics are discussed. Literature [30] considers the security
issues of cloud forensics under fog computing and points out
that archiving network traffic will become the basis for key
tasks such as fog computing forensics, monitoring, and
troubleshooting. A new system architecture is further
proposed to subtly bridge trusted hardware and searchable
encryption to build a trusted, encrypted but queryable
network traffic file for fog-assisted IoT applications. Liter-
ature [31] proposed a forensic analysis model. ,is model
can acquire and analyze various Internet of things devices
and serve forensic work. Taking forensic artifacts retrieved

Digital Evident

Forensic Scenarios

Smart Home Industrial
Internet

Smart Sear

Cloud
Forensic

Network
Forensic

Terminal
Forensic

Forensic Objects

Forensic Process

Harvest Test Analysis Report

IoV

Figure 3: Generalized IoT forensics model.
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by the popular Amazon Echo as an example, the author
demonstrates how to use the proposed model to guide the
forensic analysis process of IoT devices. Literature [32]
proposes an automatic knowledge-sharing forensics plat-
form, which can automatically suggest a forensic mode from
case data.

In 2020, Jianwei Hou et al. published a review of fo-
rensics on the Internet of ,ings in the top international
journal IEEE Internet of ,ings Journal, giving a compre-
hensive overview of IoTF [33]. Stoyanova et al. published a
review of the Internet of ,ings forensics in the top inter-
national journal IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials
[34]. ,e emergence of these two top journal review papers
means that the academic community is paying more and
more attention to IoTF. ,ey systematically review the
development of IoTF in the past 10 years and summarize the
classic forensic models and forensic methods. ,ey discuss
in detail the key issues that have been resolved and unre-
solved in the forensics process, especially the applicability of
technology and legal boundary issues, as well as data security
and privacy protection issues that will be faced in the future,
so as to point out scientific research directions for
latecomers.

4. Blockchain Technology

4.1.1eDevelopment of Blockchain. In 2008, Nakamoto [35]
creatively proposed the framework of blockchain technology
and proposed an idea of using Bitcoin as a decentralized
digital currency. Soon, Bitcoin theory was put into practice,
and this digital currency system without third-party guar-
antees came into being. In 2013, Buterin [36] inherited and
developed the Bitcoin system, proposed the concept of
Ethereum, and integrated the programmable features of
smart contracts. Accordingly, the combination of the de-
centralization of blockchain and the programmable features
of smart contracts has enabled the rapid development of the
next-generation digital currency system, and a large number
of virtual digital currencies such as Tether and Dogecoin
have emerged. ,e application of blockchain also covers all
aspects of people’s lives. As shown in Figure 4, the block-
chain architecture is a combination of a series of decen-
tralization, trusted computing, and privacy protection
algorithms.

4.2. Blockchain Data Structure. Blockchain is a distributed
system, and its block structure determines the storage form
of transaction information. ,e Merkle tree of chain
structure is used to organize and manage transaction data
which plays the function of connecting blocks. ,e data
structure of blockchain transactions describes the transac-
tion forms of Bitcoin and Ethereum and the characteristics
of the generation of transaction addresses. ,e storage
method of transaction data analyzes the design basis and
development trend of the underlying data structure of the
blockchain from a macroperspective. ,e blockchain data
block structure is shown in Figure 5

4.3. Blockchain Chain Structure. Blockchain is a distributed
database that links each block in order of generation time. As
seen in Figure 5, the Prev-block Hash field is used to store
the hash value of the previous block. All blocks are linked
together in the order of generation with the Prev-block Hash
field as the hash pointer. ,e chain structure of the above
blocks forms a blockchain list, that is, a complete ledger.

,e relationship between adjacent blocks in the block-
chain structure is shown in Figure 6. According to the
“Merkle-root” field and “Prev-block Hash” field in the block
header, it can be verified by hash operation whether it has
been tampered with. Relying on the Prev-block Hash field,
all blocks are linked according to the creation time. If any of
the blocks is tampered with, it will cause the hash value of all
blocks generated afterward to change in a chain. Using the
verifiability feature of the chain structure, when a node
downloads certain blocks or the entire block from an
untrusted node, the correctness of each block can be verified
through a hash operation.

4.4. Blockchain Consensus Mechanism. ,e consensus
mechanism is the core of decentralized trust in distributed
systems. It establishes a set of mutually untrusted preset rules
to realize the cooperation between nodes, which finally
achieves the consistency of the data of different nodes.

Blockchain is essentially a distributed ledger record data-
base. ,erefore, the consensus mechanism in the blockchain
must not only reflect the basic requirements of a distributed
system but also consider the security issues of the blockchain,
specifically for transaction records, the need to solve Byzantine
fault tolerance, and possible malicious nodes to tamper with
data. In general, the consensus mechanism in the blockchain is
more targeted, and the consensus mechanism that meets
different operational requirements can be selected according to
different blockchain application scenarios.

Since Lamport et al. [37] put forward the “Byzantine
Generals Problem” in 1982, a large amount of research on
consensus algorithms has focused on theoretical discussions.
But since Bitcoin entered people’s sight in 2008, various
consensus mechanisms have begun to move from theory to
practice. With the iteration of Bitcoin itself and the devel-
opment of the Ethereum platform, blockchain-based ap-
plications such as smart contracts and hyperledgers are
becoming more and more abundant. Existing consensus
algorithms have been improved in practice. At the same
time, with the continuous emergence of new application
scenarios, consensus mechanisms that meet corresponding
requirements have been applied one after another.

Next, we talk about the current representative consensus
mechanism in the blockchain. Table 3 compares the main
characteristics of each algorithm.

5. Design of IoT Forensics System
Based on Blockchain

5.1. Alliance Structure. ,e overall architecture is shown in
Figure 7, including the client side and the server side.
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Version

Prev-block Hash Timestamp Nonce Bits

Merkle-root

Block header

Previous
block Block

header

Number of
transactions Hash 1-8

Hash 1234 Hash 5678

Hash 12 Hash 34 Hash 56 Hash 78

Hash 1 Hash 2 Hash 3 Hash 4 Hash 5 Hash 6 Hash 7 Hash 8

Transaction 1 Transaction 2 Transaction 3 Transaction 4 Transaction 5 Transaction 6 Transaction 7 Transaction 8

Block body

Figure 5: Blockchain data block structure.
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Figure 6: ,e relationship between adjacent blocks.
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Figure 4: Blockchain infrastructure.
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,eoverall architecture of blockchain-based IoTforensics is
shown in Figure 8. In the Internet of ,ings environment, IoT
terminals, and IoT convergence devices, regulatory agencies,
judicial departments, and insurance companies form a con-
sortium chain. Among them, IoT terminals, judicial depart-
ments, and insurance companies are light nodes, and each block
header information is stored. All IoT convergence devices and
regulatory departments in the jurisdiction are full nodes that are
responsible for full chain storage and new block entry into the
chain.

(1) IoT terminal: includes all IoT-based terminal de-
vices, which are the most primitive generators of
massive data. Equipment manufacturers regularly
upload the generated data to the cloud through
industry standards or corporate standards and finally
upload the data to the chain through the alliance
chain architecture.

(2) IoT centralized devices: usually smart switches, smart
routers, and other devices with data concentration
functions. ,ese centralized devices are responsible for
packaging and verifying the first-hand data, and its
importance is self-evident. Relevant industry standards
and regulatory measures must be promulgated first. In
most cases, some cheap IoTdevice manufacturers have
not built an enterprise cloud and will not upload data.
Instead, they choose to upload data to IoT centralized
devices on a regular basis.

(3) Regulatory department: it is composed of IoT en-
terprise representatives and industry alliances. It is
mainly responsible for formulating industry

standards, building an IoT forensics architecture
based on the alliance chain, and guiding IoT com-
panies to standardize data upload. When a dispute
occurs or a case requires forensics and appraisal, IoT
forensics shall be collected, and an appraisal report
shall be issued.

(4) Judicial department: it is composed of law en-
forcement agencies (police and court), which can
inquire and analyze the evidence stored in disputed
entities in the chain and make judgments on liability
and provide evidence to the insurance company to
facilitate the insurance company to pay
compensation.

(5) Insurance company: inquire about evidence or ac-
cept relevant evidence provided by the judicial de-
partment to decide the compensation plan alliance
chain.

,e IoT forensics system using the above alliance chain
architecture can ensure that data is stored and obtained as
safely and reliably as possible. On the one hand, the data
from the Internet of ,ings can be directly connected to the
chain, or it can be connected to the chain through an IoT
centralized device. On the other hand, the supervisory de-
partments on the chain give full play to their supervisory
advantages to guide judicial departments and insurance
companies to process data on the chain fairly and
impartially.

5.2. IoT Forensics Model Based on Alliance Chain. Based on
the overall framework of IoT forensics proposed in the
previous section, it is further refined, and an IoT forensics
model based on the alliance chain is proposed. As shown in
Figure 9, the IoT forensics model includes 6 main modules:

(1) Data provider: it specifically refers to IoT terminal
equipment. ,rough the device that senses and
collects surrounding environment data, it sends the
data upload transaction form, and after identity
authentication, it provides data to the alliance chain.
,e data is stored in the distributed storage system in
ciphertext form, and the data summary is stored in
the blockchain network.

Evidence Analysis
Platform

Blockchain
platform

Application layer

Data layer

User
Registration

Data
Query

Data
Download

Data
Upload

Figure 7: Blockchain-based IoT forensics overall architecture.

Table 3: Comparison of PoW, PoS, DpoS, and PBFT consensus mechanisms.

Parameter PoW [38] PoS [39] DPoS [40] PBFT [41]
Degree of
centralization Fully decentralized Fully decentralized Partially decentralized Partially decentralized

Node access license Not needed Not needed Not needed Needed
Number of access
nodes Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Limited

Block time Longer Longer Shorter Shorter
Main resource
occupation Computing power Equity, token Equity, token Bandwidth

Application scenario Public chain Public chain Public chain Alliance chain
Whether to fork Easy to fork Easy to fork Not easy to fork No fork
Final consistency No finality No finality No finality Finality

Security guarantee More than 1/2 of computing
power is credible

More than 1/2 stake is
credible

More than 1/2 of equity is
credible

More than 2/3 of nodes
are trusted
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(2) Data visitors: they mainly include ordinary users, ju-
dicial departments, regulatory authorities, and insur-
ance companies. Request corresponding data from the

alliance chain by sending data access transactions. After
identity authentication and access authority verification,
the required data is obtained from the alliance chain.

1 2 3 4

Alliance chain platform

Data provider Data visitors

Convergence equipment

Data upload and accessBlockchain node

Data upload
and access

Distributed storage system

CA

Register

Data upload and access

1 2 3 4

Alliance chain platform

Convergence equipment

Data upload and accessBlockchain node

Data upload
and access

Distributed storage system

CA

Register

Data upload and access

Figure 9: IoT forensics model based on alliance chain.

Insurance company

Judicial department

Regulatory department
IoT centralized devices

1 2 3 4

Alliance chain

Insurance company

Judicial departmen

IoT centralized devices

1 2 3 4

Alliance chain

IoT terminal

Figure 8: IoT forensics alliance architecture.
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(3) Convergence equipment: it is responsible for re-
ceiving data from the data provider and verifying the
identity of the data requester and the integrity of the
data packet.

(4) Alliance chain platform: iIt is built and maintained
by a group of blockchain nodes to record data
upload and data access in the consortium chain.
,e members of the alliance chain include IoT
terminals, IoT convergence devices, regulatory
agencies, judicial departments, and insurance
companies. ,e purpose is to solve the problem of
protection of the integrity and verifiability of ev-
idence in the platform.

(5) Distributed storage system: it is used to store
encrypted data packets in the blockchain network.

(6) CA: iInitialize the entire IoT alliance blockchain
network, register each entity, and then keep it offline.

5.3. Data Provider’s Perspective-Evidence Flowchart. ,is
section discusses the IoT storage process based on the al-
liance chain from the perspective of the data provider, as
shown in Figure 10.

(1) Login/Registration: before completing the deposit,
the data provider (the deposit certificate user node)
needs to complete the login/registration procedure
with the CA to confirm the identity information and
corresponding permissions. At the same time, the
performance information of other user nodes is
obtained, and reference data is obtained for subse-
quent data fragment storage.

(2) Electronic data fragmentation: the system uses a
redundant fragmentation algorithm to fragment the
uploaded electronic data And then select a number
of nodes with the best performance based on the
node performance information obtained previously
to store the fragmented data of the system.

(3) Upload certificate files: users upload the files that
need to be certificated and write the key information
of the files into the contract file category. In this way,
the corresponding mapping relationship between
users and data is established.

(4) Verification of deposit documents: the system reads
the relevant storage information of electronic data
from the contract, obtain the location of the elec-
tronic data storage by storing the information and
downloading the electronic data fragments, and
restore the data and compare the file hash value to
verify the integrity of the electronic data.

(5) Offline: the user logs out and ends this deposit
operation.

5.4. Data Visitor’s Perspective-Evidence Flowchart. ,is
section discusses the IoT forensics process based on the
alliance chain from the perspective of data visitors, as shown
in Figure 11.

(1) Preparation: the forensics personnel needs to sort
out the briefcase of the case before performing the
verification operation, confirm the specific IoT fo-
rensics scenarios, and evaluate the potential forensic
objects on-site and the evidence that needs to be
collected.

(2) Initialization: the main event detection, first re-
sponse, and investigation preparation aspects of the
forensic initialization work. It is mainly to respond to
the on-site evidence collection environment in a
timely manner, and it is best to obtain on-site evi-
dence as quickly as possible.

(3) Investigation: during the investigation phase, fo-
rensics personnel obtains, tests, analyzes, and screens
evidence and tries to reconstruct the incident using
the obtained evidence. Based on the refactored
matter, the question of investigation and evidence
collection is reversed, and relevant evidence for
evidence collection is supplemented.

(4) On-chain interaction: in on-site investigation and
evidence collection, through hash calculations and
electronic signatures, the first-hand forensic data can
be stored on the chain for the first time through the
network, thereby curing it into data that cannot be
tampered with. At the same time, it is also necessary
to call the existing information on the chain for
verification when collecting evidence on the spot,
and the use of the alliance chain will be more flexible.

(5) Report: at the final stage of the forensic collection, a
forensic report is issued. ,rough feedback from
relevant units, confirm whether to return to the
investigation stage to supplement the secondary
evidence collection work.

5.5. Examples of IoT Forensics. ,e IoT has been integrated
into every aspect of our lives, which makes the examples of IoT
forensics everywhere.With the innovation of cloud computing,
big data, artificial intelligence, and other technical means, UAV
has led the current trend of smart consumption due to their
high technological content and fashion sense. ,e UAV has
more and more applications in daily consumption scenarios
such as entertainment and life, which makes the demand for
drone forensics more and more urgent.

,is section takes DJI Mavic 2 pro as the experimental
object to extract and analyze its data and try to give everyone
a preliminary understanding of IoT forensics. ,e Mavic 2
pro series have a built-in SD card and are assisted by the APP
installed on the mobile phone, which makes the mobile
phone retain a large amount of original data of the UAV.
,is experiment adopts the mobile phone APP forensics
method, which is also one of the most mature methods of
digital data forensics.

As shown in Figure 12, the red curve represents the flight
path of the UAV, and the blue curve represents the
movement path of the UAV controller. In addition, the
detouring and stagnant behavior during UAV flights can
also be reflected by repeating the lines and adding groups. In
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addition to analyzing the flight path of the UAV, the photos
and videos taken by the UAV are also important evidence,
which involves traditional digital forensics, and we do not do
much research.

Another important feature of the UAV is the lack of battery
life, so the power management of the UAV is an important
research direction. As seen in Figure 13, the voltage of the UAV
and the remaining battery power can be analyzed. We found
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Figure 11: Data visitor’s perspective-evidence flowchart.
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that the battery power of the drone is 65% (red line) during
flight, and as the power usage of the drone declines in steps, the
battery voltage also peaks at around 16V due to the drone
taking off. ,en the battery voltage drops slowly and fluctuates
slightly. By analyzing the battery and charge of the UAV, it is
possible to confirm the behavior of the UAV at the time, which
is valuable for further forensic analysis.

6. Conclusions

,is article conducts research on IoTforensics and compares
its differences with traditional DF. We further sort out the
research results of IoT forensics in recent years. ,rough the

research of blockchain technology, it is introduced into the
IoT forensics framework. An IoT storage and forensics
system based on the alliance chain is proposed. Subsequent
research will consider privacy issues in the forensics process.
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